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1 Introduction

Disorder in protein structure and function have received very little attention even though the signifi-
cance of these disordered regions from the functional aspects cannot be denied [2, 3, 5]. Protein Data
Bank (PDB) which contains the largest collection of structural information of proteins is also the main
source of disordered proteins. However, due to the lack of organised annotation and collective data on
disordered regions from this database, the biological community at large is unaware of the importance
of disorder. Hence, we propose here a database that will provide more accessibility to a systematic
collection of disorder proteins from PDB.

2 PDB-DO

The database of disorder is located at the website [6]. Two searches are available: a) General search
- based on selected keywords (disorder, gap, missing, poorly ordered, flexible linker, linker, flexible,
unfolded, molten globule and random coil) (Fig. 1(b)). Source: PDB-DO. b) Specific Search - for
detailed searches (Fig. 1(a)). Source: PDB (header text). HTML files are generated.

3 Results and Discussion

The PDB-DO is a “screened” database created based on selected keywords that denote disorder (or
possible disorder) in proteins. Hence, this retrieval system reduces the task of biologists in collect-
ing/extracting disorder entries from PDB. Besides, the system also provide a means for extracting
data in a collective and global manner. A more rounded and refined search could be done in Spe-
cific Search. The search method employed in this system is a sequential text search system SIGMA
[1] that enables very fine searching and editing of texts. Specific Search which realizes very fine
AND/OR/NOT-search with keywords (any strings of symbols/codes) together with searching ability
of patterns like KEYWORD1...KEYWORD2 (this finds a text which contains both KEYWORDS1
and KEYWORDS2 but KEYWORD1 occurs in the left of KEYWORD2 in the text.)

Future work includes categorising the entries generated from PDB-DO into a more systematic and
detailed manner. This will be done by designing views using HypothesisCreator and finding common
features (hydropathy, sequence complexity, etc.) in protein entries that share common “keywords”.
Our preliminary studies on knowledge extraction of disordered regions of proteins from PDB have
proved the feasibility of this process [4]. We hope this retrieval system will help to bring about further
awareness for biologists for future studies of disorder in proteins.
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Figure 1: (a) Specific Search (b) An example of the output for General Search using the combination
of all selected keywords. Reasons accompanying the selected keywords are given on the left webpage
to aid users in giving weights in their searches. The different usages of the chosen keywords are also
displayed in a separate webpage. It is meant to give users an idea of how the keywords are used in
“disorder” context. Entries with the most keyword hits are likely to reflect the highest possibility of
disorder.
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